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News Writer
Boyceman@hotmail.com
Huntsville. October 21 Congressman and Republican candidate for Governor
of Alabama, Bob Riley, highlighted his dream for education and economic rcfon11 for
Alabama to a crowd of faculty members, staff member,,
and UAH students on October21 in the University Center.
The event took place in
the UC Exhibit Hall from 3 to
4 p.m. Members of the College Republicans decorated
the Univer-;ity Center walkway like a graveyard with
tombstones that contained
messages
such
as
"SiegeIman Killed Affordable
Tuition;· "R.I.P. Higher Education." and "Siegelman
Axed Education" in honor of
Riley's arrival.
The informal presentation

and question-and-an wer
period featured a more informal representation of Congressman Riley as he slowly
paced across the exhibit hall
noor and de~cribed his , is ion. The event entitled,
"Meet Congressman Bob

Above: Students assembled this
mock graveyard complete with
cobwebs to demonstrate their
opinion about the affect of
] Siegelman•s policies regarding
.; higher education. Congressman
"" and Republican candidate for
Governor, Bob Riley visited the
UAH
campus
on
Monday,
~ October 21 to outline his vision
for
higher
education
and
Alabama's economic reform.

f
f
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Riley," was sponsored by the
UAH Faculty Staff Alliance
in their effon to inform faculty, s taff, and st udents
about key issues that affect

higher education.
Congressman Riley addressed key campaign issues
such as education reform, nobid contracts, the education

lottery, and the economy. He
highlig.hted several models of
education and economic reform in the South that mirRILEYpag& 9

UAH student elected AANS president
By Dave Denton
UAH UniversiJy Relations
A UAH College of Nursing student holds the top position of the state's nur:.ing
student organization for a
second straight year.
Coy Slate, a junior nursing student from Madison,
was elected this month as
pre-.ident of the Alabama
Association of ursing Student (AANS). His one-year
term began the weekend of
Oct. I 1-12 as the UAH College of Nursing played host
to the organization·.., 2002
annual convention.
Slate was handed the b-dton from hi, predecessor.
Shoshannah Lewis of Bir-

mingham, who is also a UAH
nursing student. A lthough
Slate was recently elected
pre ident of Nursing' junior
class, he feels confident for
the challenge a duaJ leadership role. "I think it will come
down to setting priorities,"
said Slate, who wants to work
to keep students involved,
and was very enthused
about the convention and
delegate participation.
In addition to the e lection
of new officers, convention
attendees heard the ad" ice
of guest <,peakers as well as
two professional panels, explaining options and chal1n
to beginning a nursing career. Slate said he wants
to ha\e more of these types

UAH representatives at the AANS convention included, front row
from left: Rochelle Hendricks, clinical assistant professor of
nursing; Adrienne English, Prichard; Tammy Wheeler. Aurora, Mo.;
and Shoshannah Lewis, Birmingham. Back row, left to right are:
Coy Slate, Madison; Jed Earls, Decatur; and Taylor Suggs, Harvest.

of guest panels at UA H. "I
would like to see speakers,
like these, coming to the College of Nursing and sharing

their knowledge. You saw
how many of the students
went up to them afterwards
NURSES page U

School of business ranks in top 10 percent
By Sarah FluWer
ewsWriter
/daBelle77@aol.com
The UAH undergraduate
program for business recently placed in the top ten
percentiles in the nation according to the ··U.S. ews &
World Repon" magazine.
With over I ,400 busines ·
program! at various U.S. colleges and as competition, the
UAH School of Busine. stied
for 1241h place, according to
the 2003 edition of the guide
to "America·. best Colleges."
The school placed on a
comparative level with many

well-known and recogniz.ed
bu'>ine~s schools such a,
Utah State, Seton Hall, Loyola
Univer,,ity of ew Orleans,
Drexel Uni\ersity, St. John',
and Hofstra Uni,ersity
Dr. David Billing.... Dean
ofUAH's College of Administrati, e Science. belie\.es
that there are several factors
that have molded the bu ·iness school into what it is
today. "Our faculty works diligently to provide quality
teaching and create a succes oriented, student-focused environment,'' c;aid Billings.
The enrollment in the

business school has grown for our growth is perhaps beconsiderably over the pa.st -,ix cause we focus on both of
year"; thi" year's enrollment these aspects together and
was se,en percent more than the studenh benefit from
la\t year. According to Bill- thi,."
The UAII business
ings, many people have inquired as to why the busi- school became accredited by
ness school i-; experiencing the A,sociation to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Busiso much growth.
Billings said, 'The faculty ness, International in 1994.
defines the stude nts· busi- The school of business at
ness chool experience. Our UAH i. one out of o nly 400
faculty excel in both teach- business schools throughout
ing and scholan,hips." Bill- the nation to receive thi acings added, "Some business c reditation by meeting the
chools tend to focus more association'. high tandard .
on the teaching side of busi- "We attract bright tudents
ness while other schools em- and bright faculty," said BillUAH page2
phasize research. The rea on
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Salmon Library switches to emall

eekk
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By Carter G. Johnson
News Writer
cartergjolznson@yahoo.com

By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb I34@
hotmail.com

On Friday, Delta Zeta and Sigma Nu attended a mixer
in Decatur at the Scream House. Tonight, Delta Zeta is
hosting a fundraising event at Plamore Lanes at 10 p.m.
They receive 75 cents of every cosmic bowling game
played.
Last Thursday, Kappa Delta celebrated the initiation
oftheirnew member class. Meredith Hall said, '·AJI of the
active members are excited to have twenty-two new girls
enter our sisterhood!" Kappa Delta would like to thank all
the guys and girls who came out to their Bachelorette
Auction last week, especially those guys that bought our
lovely ladies.
From all accounts, the event was a success. This past
weekend KO was visited by their CDC, a national officer
that travels chapter to chapter to give advice on the development of a successful year. Hall said of the visit, "We
came up with some great ideas for our upcoming members and officers." Kappa Delta's "Teacher of the Week"
is Dr. John Ballenger of Administrative Science.
Alpha Tau Omega participated in the Walk for Diabetes last week. They will be holding a Halloween can-athon with Kappa Delta this weekend. ATO is wrapping
up its Mississippi fundraiser this weekend. They have
been sending five brothers every weekend for the past
four weeks to Missi ippi to help clean up the environment there.
On October 19, Pi Kappa Alpha had a pledge retreat.
On October 24, the Pikes will be having another Casino
Party for the March of Dimes.
Sigma Nu went to Decatur's Scream House for a mixer
with Delta Zeta on Friday. The highly anticipated Sigma
Nu Halloween costume party is tomorrow: Friday, October 25 at the fraternity house. See a brother for details.
Bachelor Auction will be on November4 in the UC Exhibit
Hall. Thi:- is your chance to get a free dinner. entertainment and the company of one of the Sigma u pledges.
And if that isn't your thing, you can purcha-,e them to
clean your house or wash your car.
The Sigma Nu pledges have a lot planned in the next
few wed.'>. They will be taking kids from Big Brother.JBig
Sisters of Hunts, ille to a movie on November 2. Then, on
NoYembcr 8. they traYel to Moulton for a pledge retreat
filled with camping, goofing off, and brotherhood.
Order of Omega, the Greek Honor Society, ha." !-.elected
their newest inductees. The Delta Zeta is Jenny Brainerd.
The Kappa Deltas that recei-.ed the honor are Bristol
Harth1gc, Julie Crowder, Meredith Hall, Robin Herring,
and Aaron E7ell. The Alpha Tau Omegas are Stephen
Cross, Chri'i Stowers and Brandon Palmer. The Sigma Nus
arc Garrett Parr, Patrick Bobo, Andrew Habel, Chris
Comperda. and Will Irby. Congratulation'> to all of you
who received the honor!

As of November I, Salmon
Library will be deli\'ering notices, bills, and any other
communication by UAH
webmail.
The library hopes that by
using webmail it will be a more
efficient way to correspond
with all students.
"The reason we are
changing to the email format
for all library correspondence
is because everybody has a
UAH email account and there
is no chance that letters
would be lost in the mail,"

according to Dr. Wilson
Luquirc, Dean of the Library.
"Furthem1orc, email delivery
is easier and a more cost efficient way for the library to
carry out transactions. I be1ieve that more and more,
email will be the official information channel at UAH."
The automated email delivery system will allow the
library to communicate with
each student in a more timely
way than through regular
mail. The system will also cut
down on the cost of paper,
postage, and time spent mailing out individltal notices.
"The library gen e rates
between 50-100 notices daily

and at the end of the term
there tends to be even more
notices sent," <;aid Leland
Oliver, Head of Circulation
Services . ··sending indiv idual notices by mail is
costly and time consuming.
The library's compute rized
system automatically generates emails and sends them
out on its own. An added
plus to email notifications is
that students can respond
immediately with any questions or concerns and get an
immediate response."
"We have been running
email notifications now for
over a month. There ha\'e
only been a few bounced

UAHfrom page1.--

Across 1, ·
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FALL FEST so far?
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dynam ic learning e
ment."
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proud he was to recc
high honor and
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tration, to the fac
the students to
forts recognized,'
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The school of
has every reason to be
of this achievement. e·
said that he hopes the
will continue to see
ment growth. "We
well-prepared studcoll
get meaningful jobs,"
Billings . "We are very
of this."
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Johnathan
Mann

Johnathan
Smith

Undecided
Freshman

Undecided
Freshman

"It's amazing we can get such big
bands like Reliant Kand Bleach to
do a free concert here."

"It was pretty interesting."

• for Sales
•
•
•• Associates.
••
•
Please
come by
UC 104
for more

Job opportunilies

are available at

emails. If an email bounces
wil_l ~~nd a notice by re~
mail, addedOliver.
The_ library chose UAJI
webmrul fordeli\ery~
every ~tudent is providedaa
~mail accou_nt when they~
1:-ter and tht address is !leJ
manent while you are ea..
rolled at UAH.
To find out what y
UA H webmail address
you can co ntact Charg
Central at 824-7777. You
also log on to the w
page at webmail.uah.
where there is a link that
help you get started with
UAH webmail account.

Shontalette
Henderson

Brandy
Byrd

Marketing
SOphomore

Marketing/
lntematlonal Business
Junior

"So far, so gOOd."

"I'm excited about the karaoke

party."
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Liberal Arts Picnic makes a big impact on campus
By Joel Boyce
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ews Writer
Boyceman @hotmail.com
HUNTSVILLE. October
16 - Free food. interac1ions
between studenb, and opportunitie'> to adverti'>e student clubs and organizations
combined to make the third
annual Liberal Arts Picnic a
huge success.
Recruiters from 12 of the
SGA- ponsored clubs, representatives from the Writing
Center, and a surprise performance by the UAH Choir
helped student to connect
with their disciplines and to
see some of the resources
that are available to them.
This year, the College of
Liberal Arts decided to invite
all of the SGA-sponsored
clubs to set up tables to advertise their respective clubs
and activities and to tell students how they can become
involved.
'This student club participation was a suggestion of

the Student Advisory Board.
What they felt and what I
,trongly believe is that ,tudent organiLaliom, are a way
that '>tudent'> can connect
with their disciplines. ha\e a
good time. and meet ne~
people,·· said Dr. Sue
Kirkpatrick. Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
"I think that the picnic i'>
a great opportunity for students to -,ec what is available
for them in their fields of interest," said UAH senior, Erin
Lind ay.
Nearly 500 UAH students
and faculty members participated in the third annual Liberal Arts Picnic on the lawn
between Union Grove Gallery
and Morton Hall. The event
lasted from 11 :30 a.m. to I
p.m., and it surpassed the attendance for last year's picnic.
"I think that this year's
picnic was better for students
because it encouraged more
interaction among students.
It was more exciting than last

year\ picnic," said Sheldon
Hull, a graduate student in
English.
The club, and organimt ions created decorati,e
tables and displays on the
lawn and interacted with interested students and faculty
member<,. Students were able
to enjoy delicious free food
provided by the College of
Liberal Arts and they were
able to interact with and meet
student~ and faculty members from aero s the campus.
" I had a great time enjoying the food and getting to
know the Liberal Arts students and faculty members,"
aid UAH enior, Destiny

~~f:~?'!':-11I

Lacy.

.!'

Some of the clubs such as
the Pre-Law Society made
displays that were exceptionally creative. The Pre-Law
society's creative recruitment technique featured a
student with an outlandish
co tume and a huge prize
game to promote their club
and to raise funds for better

~~maiti~~---- - - - - - - . . . . : : : : J'
Students and faculty gather on the lawn outside Morton Hall for the College of liberal Arts picnic.

computers and for the improvement of their law library. The dart game contained prize packages from
local businesses such as The
Home Depot, Romano's
Macaroni Grill , Ch ilis,

O ' Charley's, and Domino's
Pizza that students could win
if they could pop the correct
balloon for a fee of $ 1.
" I just wanted to be different. I wanted people to
recognize the Pre-Law Soci-

ety and to be noticeable,"
said Anthony Hyde, treasurer of the Pre-Law Society
who designed the game.
The UAH Choir surprised
many students when they

SGA receives a
budget increase
By Mike Anderson
SGA Co"espondent
andersms@email.uah.edu
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The Student Government
Association received their
annual budget for the 20022003 fiscal year, and they will
be s pending almost oneeighth of a million dollars of
student tuition money.
The SGA approved a
budget of $ 124,099 for the
coming fiscal year, with increases coming in virtually
every area, including salaries, events, and club contingency.
Vice President of Finance
Heath er Marcum was
pleased with the increase. " I
think it's an excellent way to
help the student . It g ive
us a greater opportunity to
do mo re for the student
body."
SGA President Leonard
Frederick was also excited.
"We basically got everything
we asked for and more."
The SGA has proven it
need for the increase, as this
i the ~econd year that the
body has run in th e red.
"About $10,000 of the increase will allow us to wipe
away the debt and start with

a clean slate," stated Marcum.
"The reason our budget
was increased is that the SGA
has shown that it can be resp~msible with money, put on
good event , and perform
good projects throughout the
campus," said Frederick of the
increase.
The increase is not targeted to one specific portion
of the budget, but rather will
aid all functions of the SGA.
"Almost every single component of the budget ha been
increased by a substantial
amount," stated Frederick.
Frederick also stated that club
contingency received the largest increa e.
Most funding has to run
through the SGA House, and
primarily Finance Committee
chairman Rep. Michael Kinser
(Ad. Sci.), who is pleased to
be able to help out even more
c lubs thi year. "(The increase) will help us get more
money to more club , and help
UAH a a whole," commented Kinser.
The programming committee, chaired by Rep. Gena
Gibbs (Sci.), also received a
substantial increase which
they can use to fund evenb
SGApage9
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Men's Soccer
October 18 Christian Brothers L 1-0
October 20 Central Arkansas 3-0
Upcoming games:
October 25 Nova Southeastern (Home) 2:30 p.m.
October 26 North Georgia (Home) 12:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer
October 18 Christian Brothers L 2-0
October 20 Central Arkansas L 3-2
Upcoming games:
October 27 UNA (home) 2:30 p.m.

Cross Country
October 19 Chili Pepper Festival
Men (4 th place finish), Women (3•d place finish)

Volleyball
October 15 UNA L3-1
October 17 Montevallo W 3-1
October 19 West. Florida W 3-2
Upcoming matches:
October 27 Lincoln Memorial (Harrogate, TN) 1:00
p.m.
October 30 Christian Brothers (Memphis, TN) 7:00
p.m.

Hockey
October 18 Wisconsin L 4-2
October 19 Wisconsin L 3-2
Upcoming Games:
October 25 Denver (Denver, CO) 8:35 p.m.
October 26 Denver (Denver, CO) 8:05 p.m.

lntramurals
Rag football Division I Playoffscores:
Game 21- Sigma Nu defeated K-9 12-6
Game 22- Sexual Chocolate defeated 2nd String 8-0
Game 23- Championship Game Sexual Chocolate
defeated Sigma Nu 6-0
Champions- Sexual Chocolate

I

Men's soccer face a losing
By Donnie Casebolt
Sports Writer
The Charger men's soccer
team is in desperate need for
a win. The Chargers have
been trying to preserve a win,
but just can't seem to clinch
one.
Due to the numerou~
amount of lo ses and penalties, Carl()!, fired his officials
and brought in a new squad
from Georgia. Even with the
new squad, the Chargers '>till
seem to get a number of penalties and can't seem to find
a \ictory.
UAH faced Christian
Brothers on Friday, October
18 with a clear and slightly
breezy forecast lea.. ing nothing to hold them back from a
win. Then on Sunday, October 20, they headed against Steven Van Hom controls the ball for the UAH men's soccer team . The te,m •Ill 11t 11
the nationally ranked squad weekend at Charger field.
from Central Arkansas.
Showing nothing but a tough ers assl\tant coach.
CBU1,UAHOF
fight, the game ended with the
Leading into the ,ei:ond
(October 18)
Chargers scorele. , provid- half, the Chargers wen: alIn additi<
Jt was a great afternoon ing another lo s to add to
ready
on
the
list
of
the
offi.
card
and ineh
for soccer as both teams hit their devastating season
ciaJs.
As
the
-,econd
halt
111
in
r
riday\g
the field lighting for a victory. record.
play began, with only 24 tic, Ryan 1ill .
The first half of play was
Central Arkansas 3, UAH
knocked
a\!.ay from the play Hom from
more or less an offensive/de0 F (October 20)
clock,
UAH\
Brnnd n Hen!') have a total
fensive struggle for both
As the skie · brought a was asse\scd a red card ,tnd
teams.
for the ,eas
dark selling over the C'harger
quired by the G
As the game neared the field. both teams were still ejected from the game.
Thi, brought the fury out the ne"<t game.
77thminuteofplay,CBU Ian ready to fight for a win.
of
the
Charger '-<>ecer ,quad.
Ford rushed a goal by UAH
The Chargers will
The first half pla)ed a
and
before
the gaml' cmhl in a1:tion this Friday.
keeper athan Daniel. Alan
major role on the ac11on, of three more card, \!,Crl' ,1, 25 ,trh ing to grab a
Whittington assisted Ford\
the Charger player,. Three ,e,,ed to AH pla,> er,
goal.
to
add to the reconk.
yellow cards were a,,e,-;ed
The Charger ,occcr
The Chargers set out to to the Charger ,tat,. the hN
squad will be down fuur pla) bring a goal to the board.
of which was gi\ en 10 ChJrg.
ers next Friday, dUl' 111 the

UAH's
"Men in Blue" fight hard but come up em
By Jamie Gilliam
UAH Sports lllfon11atio11

When the smoke had
cleared from the war in Madison, Wi-,c., la,t weekend, the
Charger, had dropped a pair
of close contesh to the
homcstanding Uni\ersity of
Wi~consin Badgers but UAH
played them toe-to-toe falling
4-2 on Friday night and 3-2
on Saturday night.
Friday night's conte-,1
saw the Badgers jump out to
a 4-0 lead on the Chargers as
UW's Brad Winche,ter
would score the first goal of
the night for W and add
asshts on two of the following goab.
The Chargers finally got
on the board at the 13:58 mark
of the third as senior Karlb
Zirni · capitalized on the
power play scoring the first
goal of the year with as\lsh
fromjuniorcaptam Mike FunJ..
and ,ophomorc Jared Rths.

With les~ than two
maining. sophomore Craig
Bu-,hey pulled UAI I within a
pair of goal with his first goal
of the -,eason.
The big difference in the
game was Badger goaltender
Scott Kabatoff as UAH
outshot UW 33-32 but
Kabatoff turned away 31 attempts.
The Badgers knew UAH
was looking for the upset and
came ready to play on Saturday night but so were the
Chargers.
After a scorele. s first period, UW drew first blood as
Nici.. Licari scored at the 3:21
marl.. 10 put the Badgers out
in front 1-0. Just over four
minute later Chris Julka
floated a shot pa!.t UAII
goalkeeper Adam MacLean
to gi\e UW a 2-0 lead and
force Macl...can to the bench.
With freshman Scott
Munroe between the pipe,
for the Charger;, the Badgers
struck a!!ain in the <,econd

period to go up 3-0 before
Zimis scored hi, second goal
in as many nights to make it
3-1.
A power play goal by
Ross in the third with fewer
than seven minutes left to
play put all the fans on the
edge of their seaLs making it
a one-goal game again. After
allowing the lone goal,
Munroe stopped 15 Badger

scoring attempts.
The Chargers head we,1
this weekend taking on third
ranked Denver University in
the Mile High City Friday
night at 8:35 and Saturday
night at 8:05. Television CO\erage on Friday night will be
provided by Fox Sport,
Rocky Mountain for tho e
with a satellite available.

Top. Char&er left
Ryan
Leu• (SI
Wisconsin pl•Y"
Ch ■ r&er defenSI
puck from the net

J

Side: Charger co•lt:.:
Byrne (1) dlwes on
IS 1h11 UAH defeASI
t; the B1d&er1

f,

.t

I
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Ladies' soccer team drops two tough weekend contests
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com
The UAH Ladies soccer
program came into last weekend knowing they needed to
play to the level of their competition. Gulf South Conference powers Christian Brothers and Central Arkansas entered Charger field with talented teams and execution
that would take a near perfect game to defeat the two
squads.
The ladies came close, but
with the controversy of a bad
call, dropped two tough contests over the weekend.
UAH's record now stands at
7-8 overall and 3-4 in the GSC.

Christian Brothers 2, UAH
0 F (October 18, 2002)
The UAH Lady Charger
stopped Christian Brothers to
two goals. That in itself was

a victory. o one has stopped
CBU to two goals all year
long until the Chargers.
But unfortunately, UAH
couldn't squeak into the scoring the column, so a lo to
the one of the nation's best
teams ensued for the homestanding Chargers.
The fir t half was a draw
as UAH stopped CBU on
every scoring c hance. The
number three ranked team in
the country hoisted up 14
shots to UAH' I in the first
half.
Credit the Lady Charger
defense and outstanding
freshman goalie Sarah Sollie
for that start to the game.
The game would remain
scoreless until the 59'h
minute. CBU's Margaret
Saurin broke the scoreless tie
with a breakaway goal to
make the score 1-0 in favorof
CBU.

Then the nation\ leading
corer, Mi sy Gregg, finally
broke through and put the
capper on their hard-fought
victory with a goal in the 82minute mark.
Gregg, who averages an
astounding three goals a
game, was held in check by
UAH. She scored only one
goal for the contest, her lowest output of the season by
far.
Tammy Wi ssel! had
UAH's golden scoring opportunity. But her shot attempt hit the inside of the
goal post and then bounced
right out. Thus avoiding a
chance for UAH to grab a lead
in the contest.
Sarah Sollie stopped IO of
the 12 shots on goal by CBU
on this Friday afternoon at
Charger Field.

Central Arkansas 3, UAH
2 (October 20, 2002)

This was perhaps the
most important home game of
the season. Win and UAH
will be on the inside looking
in for a berth in the GSC tournament. Lose, and UA H
would have to get help to
even make the trip down the
road to play at John Hunt
Soccer Complex.
But as the clock ticked to
zero, a controversial call was
the main culprit to as why
UAH dropped this heartbreaker.
Before the heartbreaker,
things began promi ing for
the blue and white.
At the 16-minute mark,
freshman
Lindsey
Schemenaur collected her
record etting I2th goal of the
season.
Fifteen minutes later, Central Arkansas would tie the
game up at I with a goal by
Jacy Bjelland.

Ju tbeforetheclos.eofthe
first half of play, two rookies
for UAH would make their
mark on this game.
As they have been doing
throughout the season, Kelly
Bateman gave the Chargers
a 2-1 lead going into the
locker room when fellow
freshman Katrina Smith fed
her an unbelievable pass.
That would be UAH's last
goal of the game.
A mere five minutes out
of the locker room, Kelsy
Milstead scored for the visitors to make the score 2-2.
The game would remain
that way till the heartbreak.
At the 77-minute mark,
UAH's defense was called for
a foul. At the same precise
moment, the referee was explaining the call to the
Charger defense with his
back turned.
But
for
Central

Arkan a 's Gretchen Smith,
she aw an opening. Albeit it
was an unfair opening
against a UAl-l defen e that
wasn't situated yet.
She kicked the ball over
the befuddled Charger defense and the ball sailed 30
yards at it settled into the nets
for the game-winner.
And just like that, UAH
now faces a must-win
against arch-rival UNA on
October 27 and hope for a
Montevallo loss over the
weekend. If this happens,
UAH can sneak into the GSC
tournament.
The last home game of the
season for UAH kicks off at
2:30 p.m. Come out and support your Lady Chargers in
this must-win game against
UNA.

Women's basketball team push through difficult times
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93 @hotmail.com

Normally, when a season
is around the corner and its
time to lace up the sneakers,
for coaches to plot play)., instruct their players on the
nuisances of a zone defense
or a man-to-man. there is a
feeling of excitement. There
is that feeling of anticipation
for the new season to begin.
Its' time to forget about
last year's disappointments.
which included dropping
several nail-biters on the
road. And also to erase last
season's dreary 65 percent
clip from the free throw line
and a 28 percent mark from
three-point land.
But also, included in that

season were 14 victories, I I
of them that came from the
friendly confines of Spragins
Hall.
There was the out tanding play of perhap the greatest UAH Charger of all time.
Her name was Kim Young.
She poured in over20 points
a game and her scoring no
doubt will have to be repla(::ed. Aod o.oe better not
forget the merits of LoDa. ha
Tompkin.• who was the leading rebounder of the team.
She will also have to be replaced.
All of the above, Andy
Black ton will or has thought
about in dissecting his second year on the job as UAH
woman's basketball coach.
And he's excited for the year
to begin.
" I'm really excited for the

year to begin," said the
young-coach. "Anytime you
begin the second year at the
helm, you've set the tone
with the first year and are ectatic for the next year to begin."
Just like any other college
basketball coach. he will have
talented returnees and newcomer. ready to make their
mark and replace the talented
two ome.
"We have a lot of talented
players that are coming back
(led by Lakendra Hogg, Katie
Caldwell, Racheal Highfield,
and newcomers Dori
Wimberly and Andrea Davis)
and our team is deeper than
it was last year."
But, as another college
basketball season is set to
begin, something is different
for this team, this coach, and

this university.
Back on September 18 of ·
this year, things changed forever here at the UAH Athletics Department.
Lindsay Floyd, an ex<,tandout basketball player at
UAH. who was ju~t promoted
to assi<,tant coach for the
woman's team. lost her life in
a terrible car accident.
Andy Blackston was in
the car as well.
This past month, s ince
the car accident, has been
extremely tough on the 28year old coach.
"The past month has been
the toughest time of my life,"
said Blackston. "It has been
an tough time for the people
that were closest to the situation."
He credits his family,
friends, and players for get-

ting him through this.
"The spirit of our players
has been incredible," said the
coach. "They have helped
pick me up and I really thank
them for it."
You've heard of the
cliches before when sport
team~ must play their way
through a tragedy. This team
will be no different come November 22 when they will
start playing for their fallen
friend.
"Lindsay is in our
thoughts all day, all the time,
from the time we step onto
the court and to the time we
step off of it," said Blackston.
"We will play this season
with an angel." Blackston
went on to ay that Lindsay
was an "incredible person
who was full of life and really
loved the game of basket-

ball."
This team. the coach, and
the university, will always be
remembered for what happened before the season.
Even if they do amply replace
Kim's scoring or LaDa ha's
rebounding, and even if there
do improve their free throw
percentage by drastic
bounds.
This team will be remembered for the way they picked
up their coach in his time of
need. They will play hard and
unselfishly, and fight with an
indomitable spirit.
And that spirit will come
from the "angel." Good luck
to coach Andy Blackston
and the UAH Lady Chargers
as they embark on this unforgettable season.

Chargers see success at Arkansas' Chili Pepper Festival
overall and with a time of
23:19.
Sports WriJer
Brooke McDaniel, UAH's
The Chargers were ex- 3rd fini her, ran a personal best
tremely succe sful thi past of23:40, improving her previSaturday at the Chili Pepper ous 6K times by I minute and
Festival in Bentonville, Ar- 20 econd .
Racing against many
kansas.
'CAA Oh ision I schools. the
The perfect weather. combined with the pre, ious Lady Charger. finished 14111 a<,
week ' s rigorous training a team
When asked about the
schedule, helped many of the
Charger. tum in some of their women· performance. Head
Coach David Cain stated,
fastest times this year.
The women's race was "We never before ha\e had
first on this past Saturday, five girls run o fa t in a 6K
and for the econd time this race. Five of our girls ran
eason; a new school record faster than they ever have."
Thi weekend's race was
was made in a 6K race.
the
men' be t performance.
Amy Phillips was UAH's
Two
UAH men, Andrew
fir t finisher with a time of
Hodges
and Matt Wil o n,
22:56. Her time broke the preshattered
the chool's previvious school record of23:07,
ous
I
OK
record,
which tood
made earlier this season by
11.
Hodges
finished first
at
33:
fellow teammate Megan
on
the
UAH
squad
with a time
Fairclough, by 11 seconds.
of
32:22,
and
hi
fini
hing time
Fairclough also ran well for
a
forty-nine
econd
perthe Chargers, finishing 73n1

By Rachel Robinson

sonal record for Hodges.
Matt Wilson also had a
personal be t of 32:48, bettering his earlier IOK time by
34 seconds.
David Cain aid, " It was
great to ~c both Andrew and
Matt break the chool record.
I knew that they were both
capable of it."
In
addition,
John
Philhppc. Mark Ullom. Charlie
Hunt. and Bmndon Eubank<.,
ran their faste t I OK tunes
ever.
Phillippe imprO\ed hi'>
prior performances. by I
minute and 35 second<;. His
finishing time (34:09) placed
him 5 th on UAH's all-time
record list, and Ullom 's time
(34: 11 ) became 6111 on the list.
As a team, the UAH men
fini hed I~"' in a field of many
Division I competitors.
Eubanks commented, "It was
great to ee the men· team
finally get together. I knew

that we could run great. It
was just a matter of when."
"Team wise, this was our
best performance, "stated
Coach Cain. ''Together, they
ran the faste t time a UAH

team has ever ran in a IOK
race! It makes me excited to
see everything coming together when it really counts."
The Chargers run next in
the Gulf South Conference

sg .\J\J "" 10•00
I V \ _(

Championship, which will be
held on November 2 in
Huntsville. Come to Sharon
Johnston Park to upport the
Chargers' quest for the conference title.

Per hour with ilK'ffltiws
~ on program

Choose from a variety or available positions. Contact Human
Resources for more information.

El

Apply Now! Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Pin~ brirf8 two pltttS of idmt,jic-ot,on with )OIi wfltn op~.
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Moonlight Mile touches the hearts of many
By Melanie Howard

By Jorge Raub

Entertainment Writer

E11tertai11111e11t
Editor

brandm@email.uali.edu

raubj@email.uah.edu

The Shanghai Ballet will perform at the VBC Concert
Hall on Wednesday October 30 to kick off what looks like
a spectacular season of dance for Huntwille\ Community Ballet.
Starting off the 36th sea on of the Community Ballet is
the full-length ballet Coppelia performed by the worldrenown Shanghai Ballet of China. The Shanghai Ballet
ha~ been described as one of China ·s greatest treasurei..
A company of 70 dancers will grace the stage to dance
the ballet's three acts.
Coppelia, known as ballet's great comedy, is also a
love story that boasts a happy ending. Complete with a
life-~ize doll, trickery and a joyous ending celebration,
Coppelia is sure to delight all ages. The music of
Coppelia is by Leo Delibes. This particular performance
will masterfully recreate with elaborate sets and costumes
the original 19th century production.
The story of Coppe/ia center on Dr. Coppclius, who
has spent his life trying to develop his mystical powers,
and his great ambition to bring one of his mechanical
dolls, Cdppelia, to life.
One day Dr. Coppelius places Coppelia on his balcony and is delighted that everyone believes she is actually a real person. Swanilda, a neighbor, is not as enthusiastic when Coppelia ignores her but seems to pay lots of
attention to her sweetheart Franz. The Burgomaster arrives later to announce that the Duke is inviting everyone
to the grounds of his mansion where the "Masque of the
Bell" will be performed to celebrate his gift of a new bell to
the village church.
In Act II, Swanilda and Franz, separately, decide to
return to the home of Dr. Coppclius to try and find the
mysterious Coppelia. Dr. Coppelius discovers Franz, but
not Swanilda who has hidden, and decides to punish him
only to change his mind. He then puts a potion in some
wine to cause him to fall asleep so he can try to capture
Franz's spirit to bring Coppelia to life.
Act Ill finds Dr. Coppelius disillusioned that Swanilda
has ruined his dolJ. Everyone gathers at the mansion of
the Duke for the celebration of the bell - and also for the
announcement ofSwanilda and Franz's engagement. After Swanilda and Franz declare their love, Dr. Coppelius,
alone and forgotten in the end, decides his magical powers really do work - only not in the way he had thought.
The 36th Season o f the Community Ballet also features
the annual production of the Nutcracker, a performance
by the famed Hubbard Street Dance Company of Chicago
in February, and a performance of Cinderella by the Hunl',vi lie Ballet Company as their spring performance.
Coppelia will be performed at 7:30 p.m. on October 30
at the VBC Concert Hall. Tickets are $30 for Orchestra
seating, $26 for Loge, and $20 for Balcony. There is a $2
discount for students and seniors. Tickets can be purchased at the VBC Box Office. Call 551-2345 for more information.

This film is about the loss
of a loved one and how people
deal with death in different
ways. Joe (Jake Gyllenhaal) is
staying with Diana's parents
(Dustin Hoffman and Susan
Sarandon). In the opening
scene we ee them preparing
to attend her funeral. However, we are not told that she
is dead. We get a good idea
though when we see the line
of black cars driving towards
the funeral.
In the following scenes,
we see a family that is so
overcome with grief that they
almost cease to have emotions. They look and sound
numb.
Joe struggles with the
loss of his fiance, while trying to provide some support
for her parents.
At the request of her father he tries to stop the wedding invitations from being
sent out, and he meets Bertie
(Ellen Pompeo) at the local
post office. Later that night,
she comes to his house to
deliver the one invitation that
they couldn't find earlier.
Since it is raining and ~he is
walking, Joe g ive her a ride.

During this ride they seem
to connect in some mysterious, romantic way. Their relationship seems to be based
on despair and hope. The
scenes in which they cling to
each other are indescribable.
To say the least, they are
touching.
From then on, Joe
struggles with hb developing feelings for Bertie and

After the tragic loss of his
fiance,
Diana,
Joe
(lake
Gyllenhaal)
attempts
to
emotionally
su pport
Di1111's
parents,
played
by
Dustin
Hoffman and Susan Sarandon.
while facing a growing attractlon
to her sist er In Touchstone·,
Moonllght Mile.
The movie
corresponds closely to director,
~ Brad
Slberling's
real
life
j experience with the tragic loss
of his girlfriend some years aao.

i

j

j
honoring

hi s

fiance's

memory.

Still living with Diana's
parent~, they learn of Joe'
attraction to Bertie. It seems
to be her mother's undoing.
Then, somehow, her mother
learns to accept the tragedy
and life as it continues.

Each character struggles
with a loss oompletely unique
to them. ~ .cope witJi.the
griefand learn to keep living.
This is an incredible movie
based on the need to keep
going. It was very inspiring.
This movie was written
and directed by Brad

Siberling. The theme echoes
one that he had personally
experienced. It wa<; inspired
by the loss of his girlfriend
some years ago. He too, like
Joe, has de\eloped a relationship with her parents since
the tragedy.

HSO tells Great Love Stories in 2002-2003
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
raubj@email.ualz.edu
On Saturday evening, the
Huntsville Symphony Orchestra, led by guest conductor David Wroe, presented
its second perfom1ance qf the
2002-03 sea50n simply called
"Great Love Stories.''
Maestro Wroe is the second of five guest conductors
to conduct the symphony
this season. The HSO Board
has selected these five final
candidates to replace Taavo
Virkhaus, who is retiring after having conducted the
symphony for 14 year,. Candidate-; will ha\e their chance

Job opportunities
available at
1he Exponent
Available positions:

SalesAssociates

to work with the orchestra
and present one fully realized
concert.
Saturday evening's performance included Frederick
Delius's "Walk to the Paradise Garden" from A Village
Romeo and Juliet, Richard
Strauss' "Hom Concerto No.
I in E-0at Major", and Hector Berlioz's "Symphoni c
Fantastique."
The varying styles of
these three pieces gave Maestro Wroe the chance to display his enthusiastic and dramatic conducting style. The
pleasure he takes in conducting was obvious as was the
high regard the orchestra
seemed to hold for him.
In a pre-concert lecture,
Wroe explained the nuances
of the sophisticated and complex communication between
conductor and orchestra. In
a departure from the nom1, he
only brie0y touched upon the
histories of each of the
e, ening' s piece,, choosing
in,tead to gi, e the audience
a les\on in conduction and a
glimp\Cofhi., particular style.
Wroe was a delight to

watch; as his right hand
deftly kept the time of the
piece his left wou ld make
gestures ranging from
weeping flourishes to staccato s ignals to convey the
intricate touches of each
work.
The Delius piece, "Walk
to Paradise Garden", was
melodious and understated.
Wroe described it pre-show
as one of the most representative works of English Impressionism.
Strauss' "Hom Concerto
No. I ", according to Wroe, is
wonderfully Germanic, noble,
and full of sweeping gestures. The stately elegance
of the piece was a perfect
,howpiece for featured
player Linda Patter.son on the
rrcnch horn. She handled her
role well although the gar
ishly red gown ,he wore
overshadowed her perfor
mance.
The high point of the
-.ymphony for many ~'>ho attended and for the orche,tra
I am certain, wa1, Berlio1:'s
··symphonie Fanta.,tique".
Wroe commented that it is

one of the greatest examples
of musical fireworks and
called it a "psychedelic murder mystery".
The audience rose to its
feet in a standing ovation af.
ter the conclusion of the
Berlioz work, which lasted
nearly a half-hour. Berlioz. as
a composer, is unpredictable
and moody in his compositions, creating an exotically
beautiful and often strange
aural
landscape.
"Symphonie Fantastique"
was simply a triumph, as 'has
Wroe 's tum as guest conductor that e\'ening.
The next concert in the
IISO season will be
"Shakespeare in Love" conducted by Mariuv Smolij and
featuring Maxim PhilipJ>l>'
on piano. It i-- ,et for 7:3o
p.m. on Saturday o,emtx:r
16.
Remember. the Hunt-, ille
Symphony Orche,tr:1 i~ ~
great friend to student,. 01 •
fcring a "<,tudent ru,h" _JO
minute, prior to the pcrtor•
rnance. Any remaining ,c~b
arc only $5, so don·, 1m"
out!
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HMA unveils the exhibit, Just Like Me
By Leslie Tignor
Entertai11me11t Writer
Just like Me. a vibrant ex•
hibition featuring 34 illustrations and artists· self-portraits from children's books,
began last Sunday and will
run through March 9 at the
Hunts\ ille Museum of Art.
The self-portrait is a
unique art fom1 that n:vcals
the personalities and creativity of these exceptional artist . Toe book Just Like Me:
Stories and Self-Portraits by
Fourteen Artists is featured
in the show.
Several of the a rtists
\\hose self-portraits arc included in the book J115t Like
Me are award-winning artists

who illustrate children·..,
books as a "'a)' of expres ing their cultural cxpenences.
Works of art from 14
children· books are included
in this display created to promote a piring arti ts of aJI
ages.
The arthts highlighted in
this exhibition u<;e a wide variety of styles and medium ,
such as collage, watercolor,
pen and ink, and oil in their
works of art. The arth,ts include with their artwork personal statements describing
their childhood recollection-,,
details of their ethnic backgrounds, and accounts of
what led them decide to become artisK
Daryl Wells. a featured
artist, depict-. her portrait in

four different mediums and
utili,cs a colorful palate to
reprc,ent "flesh."
"When 1was growing up.
I didn't understand why the
crayon labeled ·nesh' in my
crayon box "'asn't the color
of my skin. As a way of proving that my color wa also
beautiful and real, I went
through all of my favorite
storybook and colored in
the character.., with the
brown crayon. In this way I
wa<; able to relate to them a.,
if they really were pan of my
world." Wells said.
The public can learn more
about the an work in the exhibition by attending educational tours that will be held
o,embcr 14-15 at 7 p.m ..
February I at 11 a.m., and

December 15 and 1arch 2 at
2 p.m. The tour. are free to
mu,eum members and 6 for
non-membel"',.
Just Like Mc is a prowam
of fahibitsUSA. a National
Di1·ision of Mid-A merica
Arts Alliance. a prirare, nonprofit organi:.ation. Local
support has been pro1•ided
by The m ·,men s Guild of the
lhmts1•il/e Museum of Art.
SRS Technologies. and Price
Law Finn. P.C.
General A<lmi-.sion to the
show is 6. A I discount is
gi,en to ..,tudcnh, ,eniorciti1cns. and military. Thursday
night, are free to the public.
For more information about
thi-.exhibit, call 256-535-4350
or 1-800-786-9095.

UAH sells Broadway Theatre League tickets
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The Student Government
Association (SGA) recently
purchased a variety of
Broadway Theatre League
tickets for UAH students.
which will be sold at a reduced rate.
Tickets for "The Music
Man," "Fo~e." "Cinderella,··
and "South Pacific" can be
purchased at the University
Center Information Desk.
Each year, SGA purchases
Broadway Theatre League
tickets for the upcoming sea\0n. ··SGA buy-, the tickets
at regular price and sells them

to UAH students at a re- performance has a specific
duced rate. Some of these sale <late in which tickets start
tickets are valued between 40 selling approximately two
and 50 dollars per ticket, but weeks before the show. They
UAH students only pay 5 will be on sale until they arc
dollars," said coordinator either sold out or until the date
Gina Gibbs.
of the how.
To purchase tickets, tuThe SGA abo just recently
dents need their UAH ID as purcha ed tickets for the
well as a schedule of their Shenandoah Shakespeare Excurrent semester to show press {SSE). These tickets can
they are enrolled in at least be purchased for only 3 dolthree semester hours at lars. The SSE has been very
UAH. Tickets are limited to popular with students in the
two per student. Each theatre past and is expected to sell

out fa-.t. Thi-. year's performances include The Tempest,
The Taming ofthe Shrew, and
Coriolanus. The dates for
these shows are March 5-7.
Additional information can
be
found
at
www.isshaJ...espeare.com
For more information
about Broadway Theatre
League ticket · you can also
contact Dr. Jerry Mebane in
the English Department or
contact Gina Gibbs at
GinaG2002@aol.com.
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PLASMA SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES
Thursda>, October 24
The Princev, Theatre of Decatur presents The Professional
Performing Arts Serie-. Same Time Next Year at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are 25-39.50. Stu<lent/feacher tickets arc $20. For
more infom1ation call 350-1745 or vi'>it princes theatre.org.
Friday, October 25
Organ Recital by Dr. Rolf J. Goebel at 7 p.m. at t. Mark"s
Lutheran Church, located at the comer of Franklin and
Longwood in the Medical Di'>triCt. Recital will include work.-,
by Froberger. Buxtehude, Walther. and Bach. Admbsion is
Fn.C>C. For more info, call 536-7855.
Thursday through aturday, October 24-26
Calhoun Theatre presents Jonida Beqo in her powerful onewoman play Saillfs Ami Sinners: Women I Know at 7 p.m. in
the Black Box Theatre located in the Fine Arts Building on
the Calhoun ·s Decatur campus. Tickel'> arc 5 general a<lmission/$3 for ..,tudents and \eniors. For tickets and information. please call 306-2693 or e-mail whp@'calhoun.edu.
11mrsday through Sunda), October 24-27
Renai-,sance Theatre presents Tht• n'cmwn in Black. This
psychological ghost play is an intense. ,uspenseful thriller,
,inually guaranteed to leave you feeling haunted. Tickets
are $12. Thrus<lay -Saturday perfom1tmces are at 8 p.m.
The Sunday how b a 2:30 p.m. matinee. For more infom1ation, call 536-3117 or vbit www.rcnaissancetheatre.net.
Friday through unday, October 25-27
The Huntsville Jaycees presents The I louse of Terror, running from <lark until .... each night! Jaycee Fairgrounds at
John Hunt Park off Leeman Ferry and Airport Roads. Hunl'iville. Admission is $6 for all ages. For more information call
851-6594 or 883-JOC
Broadway Theatre League presents the BellSouth Cingular
Wireless series 'The Music Man·· October 25 & 26 at 8 p.m.
October 27 at 7 p.m. October 26 & 27 at 2 p.m. VBC Concert
HaJI, Downtown Huntsville For ticket<; call 518-6155 or visit
hnp://www.btleague.org
Saturday,October26
Senior Recital by baritone Jason Statum, joined by pianist
Melanie Payne and trumpeter Bruce 7,,ciger at 7:30 p.m. at
St. Thomas Episcopal Church located at 12200 Bailey Cove
Rd., Huntsville. The program will feature mu-;ic by Bellini,
Brahms. Copland. Handel, Mozart, and Ravel. Admission
is free and there will be a reception following the performance. For information call the UAH Music Department at
82~36.
w1day, October 27
The I luntsville Museum of Art hosh The Death Artist: A
Book Reading by Jonathan Santlofer from 2-3 pm At the
Museum on Church Street. Free to all. For more information, call 535-4350.
Saturday and Sunday, October26-27CASTI G CALL for
MOVIE PRODUCTION Thrive will be holding open casting call<; on October 26 and 27 from I0:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. to
cast for local independent film production. We will be casting immediately for four short films. Additionally, we will be
ca'>ting for furure productions. Casting aJI ethnicities, ages
18 and up. o experience required and no appoinrment necessary. Renaissance Theater is located at 12168 Meridian
Street in I luntsvillc. For more information vbit Thrive at
http://www.thrivc.ws ore-mail le<lwarch@hiwaay.net
October 25-November 9
Making Plans (what's going on in the next two weeks) 111e
Whole Backstage Presents DcathTrap: The thriller, by Ira
Le\ in. author of Ro emarv l Babv October 25-26 and October 31- ovcmbcr 2 at 7:30 p.m. October 27 at 2 p.m. At the
playhou-,c at 1120 Rayburn A\ e. Gunter,, ille For more infom1ation and tickel\ call 256-582-7469 or vi..,it http://
,,. \\ \\. wholcback--.tagc .com
Wednesda), October 30
The Community Ballet A..,,<)Ciation of Hunl\, illc present,
hanghai Ballet·., production of Coppelia at 7:10 p.m. VBC
Concen Hall. Downtown I lunh, 11le. Ticket pnce ... for the
hanghai Ballet arc 30. 1i26. 20. with 2 oft all le\ eb for
,tudcnh and seniors. For more inli.im1atmn or to ohwin our
,ea,,m brochure call 519 0961 or, i,it hunt" illchallet.org.
Through October 31
11,c AH Department of Art pre,cnl\ Mee Kyum• Shun:
.. idcntit>lidcality'' Arti,t talk friday Cktobcr 11 at 5 10pm
in the Uni\er,ity Center Room 131. Reception following in
the ·ni,er,ity Center Gallery until 7:30pm For more information plea.c;e call 824-6115.
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Film documents a bumpy return to stand-up
By Ed Bark
The Dallas Morning News
(KRT)

Times valid
10·25 through 10-31
Brown Sugar (PG 13)
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
Rules of Attra ction (R)
4:059:30
*Jackass: The Movie (R)
1:00 3:10 5:20 7 :30 9:40
Signs (PG 13)
1:207:00
Knockaround Guys (R)
1:10 3:10 5 :20 7:30 9 :45

Pocket change. Funny
money.
ln Jerry Seinfeld's world
of plenty, a reported $500,000
tab for "Comedian" amounts
to roughly one-500th his current net worth and half of his
$1 million take for each latterday episode of "Seinfeld."
"I figured since I was footing the bill for it, well, if it
ended up being this embarrassing mish-mosh, I could
just eat it and put it in a trunk
where no one will ever have
to see it," he says in a telephone interview.
Instead he stands to make
another killing. "Comedian,"

an 81-minute documentary
detailing Seinfeld's return as
a stand-up, is already giving
him a nice, warm buzz. It offers an intriguing, inside look
at how one-liners come off
the assembly line--or don't.
Filmmakers Christian
Charles and Gary Streiner,
who also collaborate with
Seinfeld on his American Express TV ads, follow the
famed comedian on his startfrom-scratch trek to 60 minutes of polished new material. En route, you'll see a
joke-selling Jerry struggling
with insecurities and misgivings, rhythms and blues.
"It's so (expletive) hard to
get comfortable. It just comes
and goes," he laments after
another of his unannounced
comedy club appearances

White Oleander (PG 13)
1:00 4 :00 7:00 9:20
The Transporte r (PG 13)
1 :00 3:00 5:10 7:30 9:45
Red Dragon (R)
1:30 4:15 7:00 9 :30

The Tuxedo (PG 1 3)
1:30 3 :30 5:30 7 :30 9:30
Abondon(PG-1 3)
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:45
*Formula 51 (R)
1:05 3:05 5:05 7:05 9:05
*Denotes no passes

prings some leak .
Seinfeld, 48, says the first
audience for "Comedian"
was his wife, Jessica Sklar,
and the couple's nanny.
"Both were equally sort of
fascinated by it. I'm kind of
learning that people have a
curiosity about the whole
subculture of the stand-up
world and what it's like. l'm
pretty accomplished at this,
so it's a chance to see that
even someone who knows
this craft pretty well has to
struggle to make it work.
"I mean, stand-up comedy
is a part of American life, yet
we know very li_ttle of how
comedians do what they do.
I thought I would be a good
person to act as a tour guide
through this world. The finished product that you see
onstage is just the tip of the
iceberg of what a person has
to do to make that happen."
After "retiring" all his previous material in a 1998 HBO
pecial, Seinfeld rapidly domesticated himself with both
marriage and fatherhood. He
and Sklar, wedded on Christmas Day 1999, have a <laughter-she turns 2 on Nov. 7and are expecting another
child in February. Seinfeld's
new touring stand-up act,
launched late last year, incl udes references to his
newfound marital bliss and
angst. Not that he plans to
take up the father-knowsleast routines of his longtime
idol, Bill Cosby.
"I don't want my act to be
about my domestic life,"

Seinfeld say . "But I don't
really have any direction for
my act. It's just whatever hits
me that day to write about.
What I like about being married is I can now talk about
the entire spectrum of the
human relationship condition. Now I've sat in every
seat. It kind of gives me Iicense to discuss the whole
thing."
"Comedian" also tracks
the up-and-coming career of
Orny Adams, who is supposed to epitomize Seinfeld's
early struggles as a desperate-to-be-famous stand-up.
But Adams seems to have
both a darker disposition and
an overall contempt for unreceptive audiences and life in
general.
"I've never felt pain until
I started doing comedy,"
Adams says in the film.
Seinfeld says he's been
there.
"The truth is, J see all of
myself in him. Except I've
been around long enough to
know how to disguise it better. The thing that made it
great for the film is that he
(Adams) doesn' t censor himself. So to me it's two perspectives on the exact same
guy. Only rm just a little more
polished and a little more
careful about what I say."
At one point, Adams
carps, "I'm sorry, this audience sucks" after one of his
performances plays dead.
Seinfeld says he has gradually outgrown that particular
blame game.

"My personal philosophy
is that I am where I am beca use of me. Not that I
haven't sat on a stoop after a
bad show and complained
about the audience. But the
truth is that what makes comedians so unhappy is that
they know it's their fault.
Underneath they know it's all
their responsibility. You can't
really blame anyone else for
your situation in life or how
well you did onstage."
•·comedian" also includes
brief appearances by a cavalcade of well-known comedians with whom Seinfeld
compares notes during his
return trip to the top of the
stand-up game. They include
Cosby, Garry Shandling,
Chris Rock, Colin Quinn, Robert Klein, Ray Romano and
the still remarkably insecure
Jay Leno, who says he performs off-camern more than
I 00 times a year because his
job as host of the No. I-rated
"Tonight Show" easily could
be taken from him tomorrow.
As a safety net he banks his
entire salary from "Tonight"
and lives off his proceeds
from the road.
Seinfeld scoffs at this in
the film . Lately, though, he
has become a convert.
" I was talking to somebody recentl y about a very
well-known comedian who's
kind of fallen on hard times.
And I said, ' Ya know what, I
have to admit that Jay was
right.· He could get fired tomorrow. And if he djd, he
COMEDYpage9
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J op Ten Movies
1. Red Dragon
2. Sweet Home Alabama
3. Brown Sugar
4. The Transporter
5. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
6. The Tuxedo
7. White Oleander
8. Tuck Everlasting
9. Knockaround Guys
10. Barbershop
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Top Ten Hits
1. Nelly "Dilemma"
2. Eve "Gangsta Lovin"'
3. Kelly Clarkson "A Moment Like This"
4. Cam'ron "Hey Ma"
5. Missy Elliot "Work It"
6. Eminem "Lose Yourself"
7. No Doubt "Underneath It All"
8. LL Cool J "Luv U Better"
9. Creed "One Last Breath"
10. Avril Lavigne "Complicated"
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Who said, "I have a unique
knowledge of this prison
facility. I was formerly a
guest here." in the movie

The Rock (1996)?
The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win movie tickets. ONLY 2 pairs of tickets will be given away
each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville carmike locations.
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Censoring
Miss America
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By Bridget Maher

would be in a pretty tough
spot without the other money
he's making. So he's not_be•ng overly conservative.
I
•
You'd better keep bu st mg
your (butt), becau se you
don't know what's around the
comer in this business.
"There's a very ugly side
toit.Somenamesthatarebig-

ger than you might think are
in a pretty low spot right now.
This isn't country music,
whereyoubecomea tarand
you stay a star for the rest of
your life. The rest of show
business has a down escalator every bit as efficient as
the up."
But seriously, folks, it's

hard to imagine Seinfeld ever
being down and out, or even
down to his last $10 million.
Even he has to laugh at the
thought.
"Certainly if you look at
me in the film, I'm basically
having a good time, even if
I'm having a rough spot here
and there. I'm loving what

I'm doing. I get to go off and
worl-. in all these fabulous theaters and have the time of my
life.
··1 think Leno and
Shandling and Chris Rock are
all having the times of their
lives, too."

r a cav-
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n come;einfeld
·ing his
J of the
include
ndling,

rored his vision for Alabama
including Texas, North Carolina, and Tennessee. He also
stated that he wanted to use
the economic s uccess of
Huntsville and North Alabama as an example for the
rest of the state to follow.
Riley discussed the need for
a '"change in philo:.ophy'' in
the leadership that would
guide Alabama in the right
direction.
"It's time to say that what
we are doing is not working.
Let's change it," said Riley.
"I want to have a comprehensive change in the way
business is done and the way
government is run in this
state," added Riley.
Congressman Riley illustrated Alabama's low national rankings in numerous
educational categories and
contra~ted them with other
neighboring states. He asked
students why Alabama could
not excel in all of the educa-
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tional categories like Tennessee and North Carolina. He
said that the reason why this
phenomenon existed for so
long was because of what the
citizens of Alaban1a were not
demanding from their government.
"We have been accustomed to accepting less than
we are capable of for far too
long," said RHey.
"I want you to demand
that our education system
compete in the top IO every
year," added Riley.
One of the main focal
points of Congressman
Riley's presentation was rus
emphasis on increased and
reformed spending on education. He explained that
Alabama's current process of
predetermining 92 percent of
the total state funding under
the current administration
did not give educators the
ability to increase spending
on education wherever nee-

essary. Riley proposed that Riley had to say. I think hi
hi plan for education would plan i rea-;o nable and very
give more authority to prin- possible for Alabama," said
cipals and superintendents Ho lly Baggett, a se nior at
so that more money would be UAH.
However, some more libspent in the classrooms.
"Higher education, I still eral Republicans and e,eral
believe, will be what deter- Democrats were not very enmine~ whether or no t we are thus iastic about Congresssuccessful," said Riley.
man Riley\ am,we("l) toquesThe question-and-answer tions and about his Christian
period featured numerous conservative views.
··He had some really good
tough questions from audience members that addressed points and made valid arguthe core of Riley's platform. ments, but he danced around
Audience members sought on some aspects like taxes,"
clarity about the overall said Adam L. Johnson, a junscope of his plan and about ior majoring in History.
"I am concerned with Bob
how he planned to convince
state legislators to share his Riley's willingness to involve
the Church in creating tax
vision.
Reactions to Congress- policy. Once again, a politiman Riley' s speech were cal candidate failed to give a
mixed. Numerou staunch message of any true subRepublican Party supporters stance," asserted Paul Killian,
were thoroughly impressed a junior majoring in PoliticaJ
Science.
by Riley's presentation.
" I was highly impressed
with what Congressman

lGA from page2- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \UCh as Homecoming. which
had its appropn at 1on
doubled from $5 .000 t o
SJ0,000. "We will definitely
put the money to good use,"
-mid Gibbs.
. · to bud get ta Ik' ,
In add1110n
the SGA pinned down its
goals for the upcoming term.
They included such items as
the construction of a cross-

sity Fitness Center, and increasing SGA involvement in
the Huntsville community.
SGA Executive Vice President Anthony Holden addressed the crosswalk issue,
· ...11 •s someth.mg t h a t's
saymg
needed especially for the aftemoon times, when there is
high traffic and a lot of people
parking in the overflow park-

•·1think they're all important goals, and we plan on
splitting them between the
hou es to get as many done
a possible,'' said Frederick
of the goab. "With the group
o f people we ha,•e in SGA
right now, (completing all of
them) is cenainly feasible."
The SGA also wants to
give students the opportunity
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sentatives. Sen. Kimberly
Battle (Jr.), chairwoman of the
Senate Campus Affairs committee, will be hosting an
open forum for studenb to
address their student go, emment on November 6 at
S: 15 pm in University Center
room 126·
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Silence on abstinence. That's what pageant officiab
wanted to enforce on Miss America. Whil- he was in
Washington, Mi s America 2003, Erika Harold, told reponers how pageant officials had ordered her no t to talk.
publicly about exual abstinence, the platform she used
to win the Miss Illinois competition. Instead, pageant
officials wanted her to focus on "teen violence prevention," their preferred platform for her.
But Miss America was not about to be silenced on
abstinence. She sees a connection between promiscuity
and youth violence: they're both risky behaviors and are
connected. "lf a young person is engaged in a promiscuous lifestyle, it makes them vulnerable to other risk factors,.. Harold said.
The day after the Washing ton Times broke the story
on this controversy, the news reported that Miss Harold
had won her battle with pageant officials and is now free
to talk about abstinence as part of her youth violence
platform.
However. the question remains. what were the pageant officials thinking when they tried to censor her?
They obviously weren't considering the fact that they
were breaching her First Amendment rights. And did they
really think Harold would comply with them? After all,
she is an outspoken abstinence advocate and has spoken to more than 14,000 students about saving sex until
marriage. Her platform when she won the Miss Illinois
competition, was '1'eenagc Sexual Abstinence: Respect
Yourself, Protect Yourself.''
Pageant officials have yet to say why they forbade
Miss America from talkjng publicly about abstinence until
marriage. Maybe they thought it was too controversial.
Or that it wouldn't resonate well with young people. ff
that was the case, the officials obviously didn't know
how teens view abstinence. A 2000 poll commissioned
by the National Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy
(NCPTP) found that nearly all (93 percent) teens think it's
important that they be given a strong message from society about abstinence.
Not all young people are sexually active. In fact, according to the Centers for Disease Control, about 55 percent of high school students said they were virgins in
200 I. Tho\e who have had sex usually regret it. Ano ther
CPTP poll found that 63 percent of sexually active teens
<;aid they wish they had waited longer to become sexually active.
Miss America should never have been told not to
speak about abstinence. She\ a role model for young
people, and especially for young girls. And she has
deeply affected some of them. A young inner-city Chicago girl e-mailed the following to Harold: "You changed
my life because of what you said, and now I made the
decision to be ab. tinent because of what you said. And
, 1,4.rcall ,bope that as Miss America you continue to <;hare
that, because it changed my life and I think it can change
lots of others.··
By influencing girls such as this one, Miss America
can give young people the hope and encouragement they
need to live chasteJy. They are longing to hear about
abstinence, and they want to do what's right. They need
a beacon of light to point the way, especially in this sexsaturated world we live in.
If there was ever a time we needed a national spo kesman on abstinence, it's now. In 2000, the number ofbinhs
to unmarried women in the U.S. reached 1.35 million, the
highest annual total reported to date. This means that
today, one out of every three babies is born outside of
marriage.
And the number of people infected with sexually transmitted diseases is also very high. According to the CDC,
more than 65 million people in the United States have an
incurable STD. Also, each year 3 million teens-25 percent of sexually active teens- are infected with an STD.
Condom won ' t help to protect them. A 2001 report
from the ational Institutes of Health found that condoms
provide no pro tection again t a whole ho t of STDs.
We've had too much ile nce on abstinence. We need
Mis<; America to point the way to a lifestyle that is e motio nally and physically happier and healthier.
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Charger HockeyYour Best
Alternative
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ByGeofF.Morris
Opinion Writer

mo~®•mail.-edu

This week is a very busy one here at UAI I as the SGA
has approved its budget for the fiscal year, totaling a bit
more than $124,000. This is your money ... care what we
do with it? If so, I urge you to become involved with SGA
or attend some of our meetings. Copies of our budget for
this year are available in the SGA office, University Center room I06.
As a reminder, aJI existing clubs who have not re-chartered their organization this month must do so by October 31. This has now become an annual practice, and all
clubs will have to re-charter each year during the month
of October. ew clubs can till charter at any point during the year.
SGA has re-evaluated its goals for the remainder of
the year. Some of the things they are looking into are a
transportation system for UAH, land-,caping for several
areas of the campus, improving campus lighting, increasing the number of 24-hour areas on campus, as well as
many other projects. The Senate has been very active so
far in their term and is working on several projects of their
own. Be looking for flyers around campus for their Speak
Out session, which is a chance for you to bring your
ideas and concerns. Contact Senator Kim Battle or any
Senate member for more information. Their contact information can be obtained from the SGA office.
I hope you have all been able to come out to some of
the Fall Fest events already this week, and would like to
remind you that this Friday (Oct. 25) there will be a drivein showing of Oceans I1 in the UC parking lot. No car?
Bring a blanket and camp out at the front of the parking
lot. ACE will also be spon oring a showing of the Rocky
Horror Picture show at Midnight, October 30, in the UC
Exhibit hall. Admission is only a $1 and it should be a
very interesting night.
If you are reading this article and have not yet registered to vote in the State elections, you need to do so
immediately. The deadline is this Friday, October 25. It is
very important for you to vote, regardless of who you
support.
Be sure to come out this Sunday to support the soccer tean1<,. The men will be taking the field at 12 p.m. here
on campus, with the women's game following at 2:30.
Also, good luck to the hockey team. They will be facing
Denver in an away game this weekend. Don't forget that
the first home game for the hockey team will be November 15 against Air Force. We need a strong showing, and
there will also be some giveaways at the game.
Good luck to everyone in the upcoming week, and as
always, if you are interested in becoming involved, stop
by the SGA office and we will be happy to put you to
work.
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I pent a goodly chunk of
this past weekend in a
cramped Mazda Protege with
two guys who are taJler than
I am. I spent much of that time
sitting in the back seat, my
knees nearly up to my chin.
And boy, did l have a
heck ofa great time. You see,
UAH Hockey is back for yet
another season. Three guys
who work for this splendid
paper are a part of the
Charger Radio broadcast
team for UAH Hockey. (Catch
the road game online at
http://sportsjuice.com1providers/uah/ .)
The group includes news
writer Mike Anderson, who
docs play-by-play; distribution manager George Olden,
who takes photos and
serves as "H20 Distribution
Engineer", and myself, the

color commentator. It is of no
small coincidence that we go
into this new campaign with
a change in the face-off rules
that cuts my speaking time
in half, from 30 seconds to
just 15. Some of you are probably wishing that similar
things would happen to this
column ... but hey, you're
reading it, aren't you?
Hockey is a great tradition at UAH. Most of you are
too young to remember the
days when UAH won two
Divi ion II national championships in the I 990's. I was
a freshman the second time
around, which is proof
enough that it was quite a
long time ago-1997-98, in
fact. Despite being much farther south than any sane
Canadian would normally
dare to tread, we have a top-

notch progr~U11 at this University. That is testament to
the players, coaches, and
booster who've made
hockey a success at our alma

mater.
The sad thing is, people
don't flock to the games.
There are many reasons for
this. A primary reason is that
the Von Braun Center is too
large of a facility for what we
need on most game nights.
What we need is a facility that
seats around 4,000 for
hockey. The Von Braun Center, depending on what numbers you believe, has a capacity nearly double that figure. Think about that for a
second: you could stick every student at UAH in the
stands at the VBC, and the
game wouldn't be sold out.
Now, think about your fcl).ow

students: do we ever all do
anything together? I rest my
case.
Another problem that
some have is that there are
no beer sales in the concourse or the stands during
the game. Sure, you can wander downstairs to the lounge
and get tanked up on a few
brews, but if you want to
watch the hockey game, you
have to go during intermissions. Me, I understand the
reasons not to miss a single
bit of ice time, and so I've run
downstairs and slammed a
couple brews during the intermission many, many a
time. Another option is to
have a few before you get to
the game and have someone
drive you there. Yet another
option is ... illegal as hell, and
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Perpendicular Perspectives: Election Follies
By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer
monisg@email.uah.edu
I wa.\ in New Jer ey two
week ago, and it was an interesting time to be there. The
ew Jersey Supreme Court
had just ruled that the Democratic Party could place Frank
Lautenberg on the ballot to
replace Sen. Robert Torricelli,
the incumbent, who had decided to resign from the race
with little over a month to go
until the election. The Republican Party was understandably upset with this
development.
Now, Anthony is going to
argue that the rule of law is
applicable in this ca.<;e. That\
an entirely Republican argument to make- law should be
. upremc in this country. Of
course, the GOP abo wore
out that phra,eology during
the Clinton Impeachment,
and now '"upholding the rule
of law"' i, ,een a'> a pani-.an
ploy rather than a political
principle upon which the entire ba,is of American juri,prudern.:e ha'> been ba,ed.
The rule of argument i,
certainly appealing. 1 have a
hard time defending tm,-..ing
the la\\. a,ide and letting
Lautcnhcrg on the ballot, but
for one thing: , otcr choice.
Torricelli. as the incumbent,
• •~hifu}d ha\ ·dcc.:.iaccl v. hefher

c

By Anthony Holden

Part
or not he wanted to stay in
the race long before the dead1i ne to replace him had
passed. He knew what his
ethical problems were, and
he should have made the
adult decision that, since his
reputation wa damagedsome might say shatteredthat he needed to find an
honest line of work. (I hear
that they need used car
salesmen in Newark.)
His failure to do so left the
people of New Jersey without a choice in the election:
they could vote for Republican candidate Douglas
Forrester, or they could vote
for a write-in candidate.
Many
sugge<,ted
Lautenberg, who used to
serve 1ew Jersey in the Senate. but any concentrated
write-in candidate is doomed
for failure in the-,e heady
days of electronic balloting.
Think about all the fun with
chad, in Florida, and then
think about trying to deci pher handwriting for
Ltutcnbcrg ov. you know
v.hy the ~ew Jcr ey Democratic Party wa, looking into
,ttcker to go on the balloh
. .. but then imagine tho,e
gumming up the work, \I.hen
-··- . ._.PART1page11

Opi11ion Writer
holdena@email.uah.edu
Some people just don·t
seem to understand the point
of rules in our society. I blame
it on liberal minded education policies rooted in California. Public educators just
don't -,eem to grasp the damage done to young minds
when they eliminate games
like Dodge Ball and Tag in
public <;ehools.
As children develop, they
need to come to understand
that we have rules we play
and live by. It is through
sports and competition that
we reinforce following the
rules. Unfortunately, the rule
of law, one of the core foundations of our great society,
was greatly undermined in
ew Jer~ey earlier thi s
month.
The Democrat.., in New
Jer-,ey, -.eeing that the candidate properly elected in the
primaries was trailing, pre,
,ured their candidate to step
down. The Democrat\ then
v.:anted IO replace the de
funct \\.ith a more faHmtble
candidate. There .... a, only
one pmblem. The law clearly
state, that a candidate mu-..1
be appointed no later than 51
day, before the election. Thi,
ball and ,witch occurred JO
~ before the election.

u.,y

The New Jersey Supreme
Court allowed this change
regardless of the rules set by
the U.S. Constitution. Article
I, Section 4 of the Constitution states: The times, places
and manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each state by the
LEGISLATURE thereof, but
the CONGRESS may at any
time by law make or alter such
regulations, except as to the
places of choosing senators.
Where in there does it say
that the state <;upreme court
gets to set the election dates?
I don't see it.
The law that the legislature put in place reads as follows: In the event of a \acancy. howsoever caused,
among candidates nominated at primarie,, which vacancy -.hall occur not later
than the 51,t day before the
general election, or in the
e,ent of una\ailabilit)' to ,eleet a candidate hccau,e of a
tic ,ote at -..uch a primary. a
candidate ,hall he ,elected in
the lollowing manner: yadda
) adda. The democrah and
their v.:arpcd thinking claim
that the ,tutute i, , ague in
that it doc, not addrc,s , asee PART2 page 11
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your broadcast staff hail
from Alabama (Ander<;on),
Texas (Olden), and Tennessee (me). We're all 'itill leaming the game, but it's an ea.'y
.,
game to learn. A.,, Mike told
me, " I learned of the game
.

.

.
in

delphia and Pittsburgh skate
to
a 3d-3.. tie,
hoo'
Sh and I was
11.e
·
001, George
,
11.nows the least about
h I
oc11.ey of the three of u-,, but

tha

·t'swhywe'remakinghim
d0
all the pre-game interviewsand!.uch. You learn by
doing, 1 ay.

rfect the whole walking
But let's look at this:
uung.

s1 tt1ng
m y h ouse in
Anniston. I watched Phila-

_..,.·,e~ inside of 51 days..
.....
~
cre·s a reason for th1s:

Not only has the sacred rule
r
o law thatwealllivebybeen
blatantly broken, how can we
expect the citizen of this
great nation to honor the
laws we have in place if thc

JerSCY Supreme Coun w_ant

Supreme Court can't even
follow them?
Our country's moral fiber

continues to grow weaker
andweakerwithcroo'cdpoli'11.
tics. Did we not learn anything from the Roman s?.?.
Why the hell do w·e bother to
study history if we refuse to
learn the lessoas from it? History will undoubtedly have to
repeat itself before we take

tive Day in Montgomery. On
that day. nursing -,tudcnts
from across the state gathered with nun,ing professionals to lobby for i ·sues that
stand to affect their current
a nd future careers.
" Being able to unite to go
about making changes and
bringing us together on is-

together at the tate and local level for the convention,
with delegates from the UAH
chapter of AA S. and t\\-0
student serving as member...
of the state board.
In addition to Lewi s,
Adrienne Engli h of Prichard
has served as the state's
"Breakthrough to Nursing

~

Come on out to the Von
Br.iun Center ,on1e1·1me and
catch a game Game-. are ",rec.

11

like Greg Stenbcrg ,care you.
We've gouen him a Zoloft
pre,cnption this year.
Chargl'r Hockey c,cn if
:rou don't lnow the game. it
beats the crap out of -,iuing
in your dorm room wishing
that you actually had a lite.

don't ya lnow? I mean. ju,t
e~actly what i-, there to do on
F 'd
s d · h·
a n ay or atur ay 111g 1111
Hunt<,\ ille? ot much. I

boring club or linding a bar
that ·, got a ban d that d oe,n 't
suck ( ",or once). It •, c heapcr
than the CO\'er charges at cither location. and hey· h
maybe you m1g t C\en get
caught up in the fun and

lnow. A hockey game i'> different than going to the same

ha\e a good time. Just don't
let crazy. loudmouthed guys

note. ot only doe, the narrow minded ruling intrude on
the sacred rule of law. but it
violates the civil libenies of
those filing ab-,entec ballots
that have already voted.
Funhermore thi-. ruling
opens the door for al l political parties to switch candi-

dates at the la<,1 minute when
their polling numbers look
bad. Thi-, i politic., at its
won.t. I sincerely hope that
the citizen in ew Je""ey
show the Supreme Coun up
by electing the properly defaulted to candidate in a landslide. If these citizens refuse

to take a stand on the prind • b
ciple of law. on t c surJ
pri-.ed to see the ew er,ey
Devil's head coach arguing
with the time keeper to
change the rules and reset the
clocl when they are losing
with two minute· to go in the
game.

.. I've gained experience of
the organi,ation." said English, "and meeting people
and learning to be a leader."
The UAH AA S delegates
included: J ed Earles of
Decatur, president of the
UAII c hapter; Tammy
Wheeler of Aurora, Mo.;
Taylor Sugg of Harvest, trea-

UAH chapter secretary: and
Slate. Rochelle Hendricks.
clinical assi,tant professorof
nursing at UAH. served this
past year as the Alabama
State ursing A-.-.ociation's
professional consultant to
the AANS Board.
The UAH chapter won
two state awards: "Most

raised for, arious charity organizations) and "Outstanding Chapter Community
Project" (for CASA winteri7ing of homes for the elderly
last ovember and the Holiday Sea.!on\ "Adopt a Family'' project.)
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..-Sfrompage1.- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and continued to ask ques- Lewis said, who mentioned sues is a great experience." director for a full year, and surer of the local chapter; Money Raised for a Charity
tions. A speakers bureau i, as major highlight, Legisla- UAH nun.ing students came pan of the year as !.ecretary. Laura Rhys of Huntsville. Organization" (Over $1.000

one of my goals."

Slate's career goal, are
leaning in two directions nursing administration and
cenified registered nur,e
anestheti t. Slate is aware of
tbedutiesoftheAA Spre.,idency. although Lewis now
bas time to reflect on them.
1t's been a productive year,"

flCNICfrompage3--------------------------------------------started singing and an arrugement of "Shenandoah"

and an arrangement of "El
Grillo" (The Cricket) originally by Middle Ages com-

MRT 1from page

poser, Josquin des Pres. Numerous students appeared to
be surpri singly pleased by
the beautiful melodies that
suddenly flowed across the

lawn.
" It wouldn't have been a
proper representation of the
College of Liberal Arts without representation from the

Music Department. They
added an important element
to the picnic and their music
was very beautiful and ethereal," said Shiloh Whitney, a

junior majoring in Philosophy
and Engli h.
" We demonstrated that
UAH does have a music department and the picnic gave

us an opportunity to interact with other students in
Liberal Arts," said Walter
Freeman, a junior in Physics.

ply say that Torricelli's decision to bow out of the race
so late in the game dooms the
residents of New Jersey to
having Forrester as their default Senator.
ln Federalis t #57,
Publius-and we're unsure
if it's Hamilton or Madiso
wrote, "The aim of every po1itical con<,titution is. or
ought to be, fiN to obtain
for ruler-, men who po~sess
mo'>t wi,dom to discern. and

most virtue to pursue, the
common good of the society;
and in the next place, to take
the mo t effectual precautions for keeping them virtuous whilst they continue to
hold their public trust. The
elective mode of obtaining
rulers is the characteristic
policy of republican government. ... Duty, gratitude. interest, ambition itself. are the
chords by which they will be
bound to fidelity and sympa-

thy with the great mass of the
people." Publius wrote this
of the House of Representatives, but as the Senate is now
directly elected, it i applicable there, too.
Why quote this? It is important to remember this: our
republican form of government is clearly a representath e democracy. To ha,e the
\\-ithdrawal of one candidate
render.. asunder the ability of
the ,oter.. to choose whom

they would wish to have
serve them violates the principle of elector choice that is
fundamental to having a republic. One man- Bob
Torricelli, a most despicable
sort of politician-nearly
took away choice for -.everal
million l\ew Jersey residents.
Re,toring choice--even if
it\ not a great choice and it
\iolate,,; the rule of la\\- 1s
better than not having a
choice at a 11. The greater prin-

ciple between elector choice
and the rule of law is, in theAmerican s pirit , elector
choice.

10 ----------------------------------------------

iq,roperly applied.
It's a huge, logistical
mess. The way that you
tolve huge, logistical messe
is to use the law as a guide
for principle, and not as an
absolute. You need to get
e,eryone to sign off on doing ~. of course, but there
areexceptions fore,cry rule.
But \Oter choice i-, "'hat is
needed. becau<,e the State of
ew Jen,ey is a high!} di\CNC state. One cannot sim-
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Classifieds

1996 Crown Victoria Ford.
62K, power everything.
$5,500 (negotiable). Call 5205 168

Crossword 101
Farewell 2000

By Ed Canty
3

ACROSS
I Handguns .Slang
S Master of ceremonies
9 Freoch WOllWl:Abbr
13 lbeatcr award
14 Artery
I 5 Tiny amount
16 Florida history maker
19 OJ Simpson judge
20 Raoul_, French painter
21 Tablecloths
22 Havana's island
23 Ju t sufficient
24 Mineral used in glass
27 Small picc:cs
28 Caring inits.
3 l Anoint with oil
32 Indigent alcoholic
33 Rip
34 2000 Emmy winner
37 Region
38 Brews
39 Disguises
40 Ascot
41 Skidded
42 Worst
43 Deceased
44 Zoo compartment
45 Unciviliz.ed person
48 Valley

5
6
7

•

9

1,

16

10

II

12

Samsung Cell Phone. Model
I 05 U-.ed condition, only 5
Months old. Includes: House
charger, Ear Piece, Car
Charger. -;im chip, and
Manual.
Works
with
Voicestream. Tmobil, and
Powertel. A'>king 65. Plea<,e
call 426-7920.

31

34
7
40

4S

46

47

Sl

S3

S9

8 Work surfac.e
9 Winnie the Pooh author
10 Spy
11 Brittsh School
12 Coll. entrance exams
14 West Indies resort
17 Drew out the facts
18 Publicizes
22 Eyelashes
23 Quarries
24 Anwar_, Egyptian
statesman
25 City in Finland
26 Dike
27 Waatcd

42 Estonians for one

43 Expire
44 Desert flowers
45 Greek portico
46 Whale ship captain
4 7 Action word

48 Bride's garb
49 Fish
50 Sea eagles

SI Yuletide
53 us drug agey.
54 Vat

28 Concise

DOWN
Asian desert
Adjoin
Former Yugoslavian president
Tennis umt
Jimmy _ . teamster leader
Paris airport
Pig pen

29 Is without
30 Pinnacle
32 Eh.nor
American

poet

1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
tran-.mission. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 93 I 937-<X~2
1985 Honda Accord white
with black hood. sunroof. 5
speed, needs brake,;. 180k
nub. 800. Call SM-2528.

II
ll

56 Corrects
57 Arm bone
58 French cleric
59 Salvador _, Spanish artist
60 Mrs Truman

3
4

7

13

49 Gender
52 2000 movie
55 Paddles

l
2

6

Monte Carlo 234 Red,
gray interior. Fully loaded.
Automatic. 3.8 V-6. Sunroof.
51 K. Excellent condition.
$10.900 (256) 566-1354 or
(256) 824-3539.

_,

33 Pester
35 W~ing a top
36 Figures
41 Wise man

By GFR A~ialH E-Mail EDC@aol.com
Ma.il:GFR,. P.O.Box "61, Schenectady, NY 11309

Every New Year is the
direct ducendant. tsn 't it,
ofa long /me ofprowm
cr,mma/$?
. .. Ogden Nash

Clubs
Student Groups
Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this seme te r with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our
~ make fund-raising easy with no risks.
Fundrasing dates arc filling

quickly, . o get with the prog ram! It works. Contact
CampusFu ndrai ser a t
(888)923-3238, or vi it
L~Efll..£U:'ifundraiser.£2!11.J

FOR RENT
Room for rent. Close enough
to walk to cla.s ·. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call
683.8526.

PERSONALS
22 year-old S BM INTP seek~
18 to 22 year-old SF I FJ for
friendship.Email brownar@
email.uah.edu ifyou·rc interested.

JOBS

MISC.

POSTALJOBS$9.l9-$14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800-495-5514 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

Huntsville ( infertile) couple
seeking local egg donor (age
32 max.), no health problem .
Will compensate. P lease call
337- 1092 (if no answer, try
a fter 4 p.m.) We Need Your
Help, NOJOKF.S Please!

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
( tudent
or
faculty)
needed to sail some Saturdays ancVor Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or write ontogeny I @ earth
link.net.

HIBBETTSPORTS

Ouotnble Quote

r------ ,
Fraternities Sororities

Assistant Manager
Ff/PT Sales
Hibben Sport.., is a full line
sporting good.., ,tore carrying athletic apparel, footwear,
and equipment. Opening
soon at Parkway City Mall.
Apply at: 280 I Memorial
Parl..way S suite 255, I lunts\il le, AL 35801. We are a
Drug-free company--we do
drug <,creening. background
checks, and credit checks.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2003
is now s ponse red by
Student Expres ! Cancun,
Acapulo,
M azatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, La Vegas, Flordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Expre s sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and i<; NOW
HlRI G
sala ri ed
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student expre s.com
or 1-800-787-3787 fordetaib.

I

I

by phil flicklnger (www.l-e-x.com)
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CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE TO STUDENTS, UAH STAFF MEMBERS,
AND FACULTY. CLASSIFIEDS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 25
WORDS AND WILL BE RUN FOR TWO WEEKS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST A CLASSIFIED ON THE
EXPONENT'S WEBSITE, GO TO WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM

The Exponent

is looking for
Sales
Associates.
Come by
UC 103 for
more details
or email
Fran Fluher
at
exponent.ads
@email.uah.a:iu.
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